To: Research Design Committee  
From: Ian Billick  
RE: Summary of Community Survey  
Date: Feb. 16, 2019  

We sent the survey out to the PI listserv. We received 25 responses, including 23 people currently working at RMBL, 12 senior PI’s, 5 graduate students, 5 undergrads, and 1 staff person.

The most common comment was to make the campus pet friendly.

**Objectives for Campus**  
In terms of the prioritization of objectives for the campus, this is how people ranked things, from highest to lowest priorities:

Seasonal housing for staff/research assistants  
Reduce public impacts on Gothic Corridor  
Seasonal or year-round housing for scientists  
Support year-round and winter science  
Permanent housing for scientists  
Integrate RMBL and larger community  
Support scientific collaboration  
Address lack of lab capacity  
Location for high-end equipment  
High throughput processing for molecular techniques  
Community recreation

**Strategies to promote integration**  
This is how people ranked things, from highest to lowest priorities:

Mass transportation  
Walking/biking trails  
Mt. CB lecture space  
Ease of driving between locations

**Design Objectives**  
This is how people ranked things, from highest to lowest priorities:

Minimize carbon footprint  
Flexibility  
Improve Gothic bandwidth  
Promote collaboration  
Dark skies  
Lots of bandwidth  
Family friendly
Office space

Other: pet friendly, minimize viewshed impacts

Spaces
This is how people prioritized spaces, from highest to lowest priorities.

Shared work spaces
Small conference spaces
Private offices
Videoconferencing
Lecture space
Research shop space
Research equipment storage
Big conference space
Kid space